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public space

With the exception of the streets, formally planned and designed public 
spaces are today close to non-existing in Duncan Village. Due to the 
overcrowding and the lack of land available most areas intended as public 
space have been occupied by informal constructions. Some spaces for 
common use have spontaneously developed within informal constructions 
and are thereby in a sense privatized. 

The streets are the main public spaces in Duncan Village and are used 
as children playgrounds, sport grounds, spaces for markets, workshops, 
for public celebrations and other communal activities. There is no space 
that has a clear status as a focal gathering point, such as a square, even 
though we have noticed larger concentrations of people at certain points 
along the streets, for example at smaller informal markets. 

The busy street scenes visible in Duncan Village seem to have arisen 
from the fact that people are making a living in, or in connection to, the 
streets. We have also seen that many of the residents are performing 
their everyday activities such as cooking, washing and eating along the 
streets. The public room seem to be used as an extension of the private 
dwelling when not having enough space at home, in a sense as an urban 
living room.

There are not many large green areas for public recreational purposes in 
Duncan Village. Those that are existent are a cemetery in Duncan Village 
West and a former burial ground in Duncan Village Central. The latter 
is suggested by the municipality to be developed into a memorial park. 
Duncan Village West has the largest amount of open land but not many 
people are seen using these spaces. Along the rivers are also large green 
areas, but these are often inaccessible due to the terrain with brushy 
vegetation and steep slopes. Smaller areas that are left between informal 
constructions on the river banks are used for cultivation by the people 
living there, as well as left over space in street verges. 

douglas smit highway

Most of the streets in Duncan Village have a vivid street life, especially 
in the west and central parts of the area, but is most evident at Douglas 
Smit Highway. The street runs centrally through Duncan Village and 
even though there is no clear formal gathering point in the area we have 
seen that Douglas Smit Highway plays the leading role in where public 
activities are conducted and where people meet. Most of the other streets 
in Duncan Village are connect to Douglas Smit Highway and it is therefore 
highly accessible for all of the residents.

Douglas Smit Highway is in many parts too extensively dimensioned as 
it is designed to carry a lot of traffic, a function that now has been taken 
over by the Ziphunzana Bypass running north of Duncan Village. Today 
Douglas Smit Highway does not cater for its name since it is shared both 
by pedestrians and motor traffic.

Douglas Smit Highway has sidewalks on both side of the street but these 
are narrow and without proper pedestrian crossings. High light poles are 
set up with long distances between them and there are no trees or other 
elements that define the streetscape or give shadow. Proper stops for 

minibus taxis are lacking, creating a close to chaotic traffic situation. 

As Douglas Smit Highway is the main street in Duncan Village and the link 
which connects the three neighbourhoods, the street among others used 
by scholars walking to and from school. The lack of proper crossings, 
traffic lights and proper bus stops therefore makes the journey to and 
from school unsafe for many children in Duncan Village.

commercial activities  

There are four areas with formal commercial activities in Duncan Village, 
all of them situated in connection to Douglas Smit Highway, but at the 
same time located in the periphery away from the largest concentrations of 
residential settlements. The proper commercial establishment in Duncan 
Village have little public life around them and seem to lack customers while 
there is a lot of activity around the informal commercial developments 
which are predominate through the whole of Duncan Village. Perhaps the 
reason is that formal commercial activities for many years were forbidden 
and do not yet feel like a natural part of the urban structure26.   

The informal commercial activities mainly consist of small shops called 
Spazas, market stands, Shebeens (informal taverns set up in people’s 
private homes), workshops such as car repairs, timber yards as well as 
many hairdressers.

The Spazas and markets stands are located at strategic places mainly 
along parts of Douglas Smit Highway where there is an intense movement 
of people. That is at intersections, outside public facilities as schools, and 
in connection to the main dense living areas. Even though the informal 
trading looks temporary, with goods put up on tables or on the ground 
along the side of the road, it appears to have an organized system. The 
reason is that the same traders are always seen at the same spots.

We found out that many of the residents choose to shop at the larger 
markets in East London because of a better range of goods offered and 
at lower prices than in the formal shops and Spazas in Duncan Village. 
Many young people go to Vincent Park, the major shopping centre in East 
London, but mainly for leisure activities such as going to the movies.27 
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public facilities 

A Community Hall and an Art Centre are centrally located in Duncan 
Village. The Art Centre is currently not operating and the Community 
Hall that initially was intended to be used for different kinds of events 
by the residents in Duncan Village is said to be too expensive to rent.28 
The buildings are situated in a large courtyard surrounded by a fence. 
Since the gates usually are closed people rarely use the outdoor space 
for public activities. During the days for welfare payments and pensions 
received at the Community Hall the part of Douglas Smith Highway that 
passes the entrance is very active and filled with people waiting. A lot of 
street vendors also gather here at those occasions.

Churches are commonly seen in Duncan Village. Religion and the 
churches social networks seem to be an important part of the residents’ 
lives. Often people turn to the churches in times of crisis, e.g. people that 
have become homeless due to fires and floods.29 Events like music and 
theatre are all performed within different cultural and religious groups and 
held within the church facilities30. A lot of the open land left in Duncan 
Village is within the church plots consisting of green spaces, and are 
more or less accessible to the residents depending on what congregation 
you are a member of.     

There is a large amount of public schools throughout Duncan Village 
well accessible from the different areas of the townships and with good 
street connections to Douglas Smit Highway. There are also a few crèches 
and day care centres but compared to the number of public schools we 
believe there could be a need for more of these facilities.

Playgrounds in Duncan Village are usually seen within the sites of the 
day care centres. A few of them are also situated within the formal housing 
areas but we have observed that there is not a high activity of children 
at these playgrounds. It could be that many children living in these areas 
play within the family’s private yard instead. Within the informal housing 
areas children play on the streets, where they put themselves in jeopardy 
of mini bus taxis and other motor traffic.
   
                                                                          
Most sport facilities in Duncan Village are within fenced school sites only 
accessible for the scholars and merely during school hours. Other sport 
grounds as soccer- and cricket fields are all situated behind enclosures 
and only intended for daytime use and for specific club activities. This 
means that small children, scholars after school hours, and other members 
of the community have almost no access at all to sport grounds. This was 
also noted in a survey conducted in Duncan Village in 200431.

The facilities within the school grounds intended for sport and play are all 
in need of further development or repair. All schools, even though they do 
not have their own sport facilities, have availability to such. The problem 
is that the sport grounds are not easily accessible due to unsafe walks 
through rough terrain and busy streets. The possibility to conduct sports 
plays an important role in activating the children of Duncan Village, keeping 
them off the streets and away from gangs. The lack of sport facilities as 
well as places for playing opportunities also obstruct the children’s motor 

functions and ability to concentrate in school. 32 

Many of the schools in Duncan Village have green areas within their sites 
that could be further developed as spaces for sports and play. We have 
been told that principals at the different schools in Duncan Village are 
willing to give the community as well as other schools access to sport 
facilities and sports fields if such were to be developed within their school 
grounds.33 If there was a better provision of sport facilities accessible 
to the public many adults in Duncan Village would also be interested in 
acting as responsible for these and for coaching in different sports.34

There is a good amount of health care facilities and surgeries in Duncan 
Village, most of them situated along Douglas Smit Highway and accessible 
for most people in the area.  What are lacking are centres that can spread 
information about diseases such as HIV.35 With the high number of people 
already infected, and in the risk of being infected, with HIV and Aids we 
believe it can be assumed that the need for health care will increase. 

The Gompo library in Duncan Village is well visited, mainly by pupils 
during and after school hours. Since it is centrally situated in relation to 
the surrounding schools but not for Duncan Village as a whole we believe 
it to function better as a school venue than a public library. The entrance 
to the library is unclear and is facing a residential street while turning its 
back towards Douglas Smit Highway. This adds to the impression of the 
library not being a public facility. 

During school holidays there are special programs at the library for school 
children, e.g. video viewing and storytelling. However the library needs 
to be complemented with a children’s section. A youth house where the 
young people of Duncan Village can gather is also needed. Many adults 
would be interested in acting as responsible for such a facility and other 
activities for children and youths in Duncan Village.36 
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transportation

Few residents in Duncan Village own their own car and a public transport 
system is lacking. The main modes of transportation are therefore mini 
bus taxis, ran by a large amount of private taxi associations, hitch-hiking 
and walking. Approximately 90% of the traffic within Duncan Village 
consists of pedestrians37. Bicycles are rarely seen. Going by mini bus taxi 
is a convenient way of travelling since the taxis do not follow a specific 
route or timetable and it is possible for the passengers to catch a taxi 
from wherever they are along the road. However, many of the residents 
in Duncan Village choose to walk to and from the East London Central 
Business District, along the freeway where sidewalks are lacking, since 
they find the mini bus taxis too expensive and because of safety reasons38. 
The mini bus taxis are often involved in accidents due to high speed and 
the lack of proper taxi stops. According to taxi drivers we have talked to 
elderly people also avoid taking the taxis because of the loud volume of 
music that is played in them. 

The government now have plans of changing the system with taxis, to a 
system with a larger type of mini buses. The new buses will follow defined 
routes and have defined stops that are properly planned.39 

infrastructure

The road network in Duncan Village consists of Douglas Smit Highway 
linking the three neighbourhoods, major streets within respective 
neighbourhood directly connected to Douglas Smit Highway, as well as a 
fine structure of residential streets within the residential units. The latter 
vary from a mix of proper paved streets in the formal housing areas to dirt 
roads formed by the random settlement pattern in the informal dwelling 
areas. 

Douglas Smit Highway connects to Ziphunzana Bypass, which runs 
parallel to the N2, from two places in Duncan Village. The N2 is a national 
route and one of the most important roads in South Africa running from 
Cape Town to Durban. 

Two pedestrian bridges connect Duncan Village to the residential area of 
Braelynn situated north of Ziphunzana Bypass, but the continuing walks 
through the residential areas down to Douglas Smit Highway are unclear 
and in poor condition. The overall structure of pedestrian links is acceptable 
in regard of accessibility, but not when traffic safety is considered. With 
exception from Douglas Smit Highway, that has pedestrian walks, the rest 
of the streetscape in Duncan Village consist of roads for shared use of 
people walking, cycling and driving. 

In order to reduce speed within Duncan Village speed bumps have been 
built but do not, according to us, improve the safety in the streetscape. 
The reason for this is that the bumps have been built too high and do not 
make drivers maintain a levelled low speed. 

Duncan Village is connected to the municipal electricity and water 
network. The water supply is inadequate and the majority of the people 
collect their water from communal water taps. With the redevelopment 
of Duncan Village the water service is intended to become adequate 

when the informal buildings are replaced by formal houses with water 
connection to each plot. 

Not all of the residents can afford an installation, or the payment, for 
electricity. There is a system of pre-paid electricity in Duncan Village 
which works in the same way as pre-paid phone cards. The pre-paid 
electricity can be purchased in municipal “one stop shops”, but those, 
as well as other municipal administration is lacking in Duncan Village, 
why the residents have to go into East London to conduct that type of 
errands40.

The waste disposal is a major problem in Duncan Village. Illegal waste 
combustion and dumping along roads, green areas and in the rivers is 
common despite a weekly municipal waste removal. Due to the amount 
of litter in Duncan Village residents are often seen sweeping the streets in 
order to try to prevent drainpipes from being blocked and causing floods. 
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